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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTIOM
Many rural areas of the United States ere declining in popu-
lation. Some of these areas have eoonomio problems which are both
a oause and an effect of population decline* Businesses dealing
primarily with the residents of the area tend to suffer from the lose
of people from the area* One area suoh as this is located in the
southeastern corner of Kansas* An attempt is made in this study to
determine the effect that changes in population by 1972 will hare on
the number of units and the trade areas for oertain types of businesses
for different sited oltes in this area* The types of business con-
sidered are food stores* clothing stores, farm maohinery stores, and
banks* The area studied, shown in Figure 1, includes Allen, Bourbon,
Cherokee, Crawford, Labette, Montgomery, Neosho, Woodson, and Wilson
oounties.
This section of the state is the southern part of a 16-county
area whioh is one of the twelve homogenous areas delineated by the
Area Development project for research purposes* The oriterla used by
the Area Development project in defining these areas were population
density, number of people over 65, educational level, income level,
number of towns under 1,000, land use, number of livestoek, males
over fourteen employed in agrieulture, persons employed in manufacturing.
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sand the level of living index. 1 The southern nine-oounty section was
ohosen for intensive study (as it was by the Area Development projeot)
beoause it was smaller and even more homogenous than the larger area*
The cities in the area were divided into three groups by population!
oities under 1.000, oities 1.000-4.999, and oities 5.000 and over. The
number of units of each type of business was enumerated for eaoh oity
sise group. The populations of the trade areas for eaoh size oategory
were projected to 1972. and the population per retail unit was figured.
The 1972 figures were examined, and the likely ohanges in number of
units and sise of trade areas were stated. The ohanges from 1957 to
1962 were used as a comparison.
The limitations of this study are many. Most important is that
retail trade and the number of retail units are not dependent upon
population alone. This is especially true of the farm input items.
Changes in inoome and income distribution, transportation, education,
tastes, and innumerable other faotors can oause ohanges in retailing
patterns. Changes in the struoture and operation of retailing, suoh
as the increased importance of the discount house, mall order estab-
lishments, and larger units in general, combined with lower profit
margins on sales have been and will continue to be a great influence
on the number of units and sise of trade areas* Farm input items
depend to a large extent upon the amount of land farmed, as well as
upon the number of farmers. But for this study, the effects of changing
population or number of farms was the fooal point of the analysis*
4Other influences were considered too, where trends could be seen.
Another limitation is with the population projections themselves.
He Batter hoe much oare is taleon with the statistics, a projection into
the future cannot be much better than an educated guess.
Even with these limitations it is hoped that some insights can
be gained from this study. A look into the future is always "through
a glass, darkly," but seeing even this distorted image is better than
not attempting to look at all.
CHAPTER II
THE PAST AND PEESF.HT OF SOUTHEAST XAHSA8
The nine-county southeast Kansas area is generally considered
et present to be a low-income or depressed area of Kansas. The area
Is generally hilly and rooky with a profusion of brush and small trees*
It is in ths foothills of the Osark Mountains and its terrain resem-
bles that area.
This part of the state was one of the earliest settled, with the
first white settler coming in about 1840 to Labette county,
1 although
there is reoord of an Indian trading post in Iteosho oounty started in
1827.2 Three of the oounties were organised in 1866, the year after
Kansas was organised as a territory, and the others in the 1860's.
In the I860»s and 1870»s settlers began coming in larger numbers.
The first settlers depended upon agrioulture for their existence,
but before long mining oams to be an important eoonomio factor in the
area. This territory was the oenter of a large ooal, sine, and lead
mining area. The main deep shaft ooal field was in Crawford, Cherokee,
and parts of Labette and Bourbon oounties. Strip mining was important
in Bourbon county also.
The first ooal mine of ooemeroial importance was located at Fort
^Kansas State Board of Agrioulture, State Board of Agriculture
report : 1877-1878 (First Biennial Report), p. 2&$.
2Ibld., p. 536.
Soott in 1865. Pittsburg and '»ir City beoame the leading ooal twins
of the state.
Coal mining inoreased in importance during the latter part of
the 19th century and the first part of the 20th reaching a peak in
1918 with over seven million tons produoed. From that year it dropped
off fairly rapidly as the richer veins were depleted and the competi-
tion of petroleum, gas and ooal from other states made the extraction
of the remaining ore less feasible economically. By 19S1 production
had dropped to two million tons and has remained at that level exoept
during the war years. *•
The southeast corner of the state was also part of the tri-state
lead and sino district. Zinc was first discovered near Galena in 1870
and lead in 1876 near Baxter Springs. Pittsburg, Iola and Cherryvale
beoane centers for the smelting industry. In fact, in 1900 Cherryvale
had the largest smelter in the United States. The peak year for sino
Droduotion was 1926 and for lead 1926. Production of both metals has
dropped off considerably since, although it is still of some importance.
Most of the high-grade lead ore is exhausted however. Zinc smelting
has oeased altogether beoause of the depletion of the gas wells near
the sine area whioh are necessary to the smelting process.2
Also very important to the area was oil production. The first
continuously producing oil well in Kansas was located near Ksodesha.
In 1897 the Forest Oil Company (a subdivision of Standard oil) estab-
lished a refinery at Seodesha. About 1900 a big oil field was
^William Prank Zornow, Kansas i A History of the Jayhawk state
(Horman, Oklahoma j University of OklaKbma Press, 1957), pp. 288^300.
*Ibid.
7discovered sear Chanutej that area was the oil center of Kansas for
several years* Curing this period more than half the state's oil
output was from Neosho county.
*
Gas production was important also* Kansas' first commeroial
gas well was located in Alloc county beginning operation in 1875*
liany others soon followed* The towns of Iola, Cherryvale, Chanute,
Fort Soott, Keodesha, Chetopa, Erie, and Independence all prospered
from gas production. 2 Oil and gas are still produced, especially in
the western counties of the area, but the major fields hare been de-
pleted*
Other oxtraotive industries in southeast Kansas of importance
were oeraent, brick, and tile production. As early as 1868, a natural
oement plant was established at Fort Soott, but it didn't last long*
In 1899, a oement plant was looated at Iola* Coffeyville led the state
in briok and tile production in 1900* Chanute, Independence and Cherry-
vale were important in this field too* Cemsnt production is still
eoonoaioally important*8
This discussion of the early economlo history of the area is
included to point out some of the factors which led to the decline of
this area* Mining and industries related to it were extremely impor-
tant economically in this area up until about 1925* The depletion of
the rich eoal, lead, and sine veins, and oil and gas wells was an
eoonoaio blow to the area for which it was unprepared. No satisfactory
alternative eeonomio activity has been found and the area has been one
of decline.
llbid. 2 Ibid. 'Ibid.
a reoent shook to the eoonomy was sustained iu 1SS7 when tite
Missouri, Kansas, sod Texas Kailroad aoved their general offioes from
Parsona to I'exes.
The population of this area responded as would bo e:ipeot<»d to
the changes in economic activity. Proa a total of 12,237 in 1800, it
grew steadily till it reached a peak in 1309 at 293,681. After that
it stayed between 270,000 and 290,000 till the late 1920 's when it
began to drop. Since it,» peak in 1909, southeast Kansas has lost about
one-third of its population. 1
k'any lolividual towns have boosed and busted sinos the settlement
of this area. In fact, sinoe 1900, 38 towns whloh were ones in exis-
tence as incorporated towns, have beoosas unincorporated, several of
these had attained populations of over 1,000 at one time, but none
oould hold tboir own and so declined.2 ^ost of those were "boom and
bust" or "boom and give up slowly" mining towns.
However, this is not characteristic of southeast Kansas alone,
as the state as a whole lost acre than half its towns, villages, and
post offioes during the first half of the twentieth oentury. "It is
reasonable to assume that we have not se»n the lact of the Kansas town
failures as the*s same foroos continue to effect their ohangos."5 Hi
have likely not seen the last of it in southeast Kansas either.
^Theee and all future population figures were taken from Kansas
State Board of Agrioulturs, State Doard of Agriculture .^sports i 1877-
1878 to 1900-1961 (1st to 44th Bsporta), and by letter from the State
iloari of Agrioulture.
2Ibld.
3Charles C. dowes. This Place Callad Kansas (Norman, Oklahoaai
University ef Oklahoma Press, 1952;, p. 50.
9The population of the area was 207,520 in 1980, which was about
9*1% of the total Kansas population. Its population density was 39.2
persons per square idle compared to 25.0 for Kansas. There are seven
oities in the area with a population of 5,000 or more* Pittsburg,
the largest, had a population tf 19,273 in I960. Six of the counties
contain at least one city of 5,000 or more, and all contain a city of
over 2,000.
Although the area has more larger cities than do most parts of
Kansas, it also has a greater proportion of its population living in
rural areas than does Kansas as a whole. This is because of the pattern
of snail faros and the large number of people living in the open country,
but not farming, as well as the largo number of towns under 2,500
(inoluded in the census definition of "rural".) In 1960, U.7% of the
Kansas population was "rural farm" compared to 17.7:* for the southeast
Kansas area. Iwenty-four and three tenths per cent of the Kansas people
were "rural nonfarm" while 23. 5% of those in southeast Kansas were
in this category. 1 There are a great many persons in the southeast
area who were farmers in the past, but ware "squeezed out" and forced
to give up farming. Many of these families continue to live in the
country and work in nearby towns or are retired*
The age-sex distribution in southeast Kansas is not conducive
to growth and eoononic development. Figure 2 shows the "population
pyramids" for southeast Kansas and for the state. The notable differ-
ences are the smaller proportion in the 20 to 59 age group and the
larger proportion in the 65 and over age group in southeast Kansas*
~tr . S. Bureau cf the Census, Unite d States Census of Popvlation t
General Soolal and Economic Characteristics (Kansas i 1965J, pp. 165-166.
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It should be noted that the 20 to 59 age group li the most productive
while those 65 and oyer are among the most dependent* The peroentagea
of persons 65 and orer are 1U0JS for Kansas and 16.4# for southeast
Kansas. 1 It should be noted that even the age-sex distribution for
Kansas as a whole is somewhat less than ideal. The ideal situation
considering ourrent birth and death rates is generally oonsidered to
be a "Christmas tree" shape of the population pyramid.
These differences in age-sex distributions manifest themselves
in the median age, whioh is 29.9 for Kansas and varies from 84.8 to
41.4 in the oounties of southeast Kansas. 2
The population is made up of relatively long-time residents.
The 1960 census olaoslfies only 14.6# of the population five years of
age and older as migrant8 compared to 21.55? for Kansas.* This is un-
doubtedly related to the median age. The younger people move outi
the older ones stayi few move in.
This population structure itself is enough to accentuate a down-
ward trend in the economy or retard an upward trend. With a smaller
proportion of the population at a productive age* less can be produoed
per oapita. This reduces the tax base while at the same time creating
the need for more tax-supported services, sueh as homes for the aged
and welfare services. In turn, the economy of the area contributes
*0. S. Bureau of the Census, United States Census of Population !
General Population Characteristics (Kansas* I960), pp. 3^37.
2 Ibid., pp. 107-135 and 40.
3Persons who lived in different oounties in the U. S. in 1955 and
1960.
*U. 6. Bureau of the Census, U. S. Census of Populationi General
Social and Eoonociio
8 u
Character 1st los7 op", oit., pp. 165-ld6.
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to the make-up of the population* Young, potentially productive persona
ore out of the area because of greater opportunities elsewhere, leaving
an unbalanced age distribution. Thus the forces explained by LSyrdal's
"theory of oiroular causation"* become Important in the economy of the
area*
As night be expected, the Median income of families in the area
is less than that for Kansas as a whole* This is true for each of the
nine counties, as is shown in Table 1* Table 2 gives the income dis-
tribution for Kansas and for southeast Kansas* It can be seen that
southeast Kansas has a greater proportion of persons in each income
class under $4,000 and a lesser proportion in each class of $4,000 or
more* This not only reduces the buying power, but also reduces surplus
funds that could be available for investment in the area*
One of the major industries in the area is agriculture, as it
is in the rest of Kansas. The farms are small, averaging 256*8 aorea
compared to 480*6 aores for Kansas. 2 The average value of farm produots
sold per farm is $6,215, compared to $10,667 for Kansas as a whole.8
Livestook and crops are both important, with crops contributing about
40# and livestook about 60% to the value of farm produots sold*4
The farms are not as prosperous as those in the state as a whole*
The farm-operator family level of living index is lower in eaoh county
than for Kansas, ranging from 90 to 102, compared to 117 for the
^Gunner tyrdal. Rich Lands and Poori The Road to World Prosperity
(Hsw York i Harper * BroWers, 19oTJ. pp. 1T3T2.
2is. s. Bureau of the Census, United States Census of Agrloulture
(Kansas; 1959), pp. 118-126.
8 Ibid., pp. 160-169. 4lbld*, pp. 118-126.
IS
TABLE 1
JCDIAN FAMILY INCOME IN 1959*
County or
state Ino
Allen oounty • •..•••.....•.•• #4,086
Bourbon oounty • •• 3,511
Cherokee oounty • 4,077
Crawford oounty • • . 4,157
Labette oounty 3,056
Montgomery oounty 4,759
Neosho oounty 4,245
Wilson oounty 4,026
Woodson oounty ••••••«• . . 3,466
Kansas 5,296
*U. S. Bureau of the Census, United States Census of
Population ! General Social and Eoonomlo cTJalraoterlstTos
(Kansas; 1960), pp. 167-168.
TABIK 2
FAMILY INCOME DISTRIBUTION IK 1969*
% families in % families in
Income group southeast Kansas Kansas
Under # 1,000 7.0 4.8
#1,000* 1,999 13.0 8.1
2,000- 2,999 12.7 9.4
3,000- 5,999 12.8 11.1
4,000- 4,999 12.2 12.7
6,000- 5,999 11,6 13.4
6,000- 6,999 8.2 10.6
7,000- 7,999 5.5 7.9
8,000- 8,999 5.6 5.9
9,000- 9,999 2.2 4.1
10,000-14,999 4.2 £.3
16,000-24,999 1.4 2.6
26,000 and orer 0.6 1.1
* j. S. Bureau of the Census, United States Census of
Populatlon t General Soolal and Eeonomlo Characteristic's'
"'"
(Kansas) T960J, pp. 189 and "23?r-2"7X
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state.
Many farmers in the area supplemsnt their inooue with work off
the farsu Although only a slightly larger proportion work off the
farm than for Kansas as a whole, the off-farm work constitute* a more
Important part of tneir livelihood than it does for farmers in Kansas
as a whole* This oan be seen in Table 3. Those who work off the
farm do so for more days and this work provides a greater proportion
of their inooms. Ifaere is also a greater proportion of part-time
and part-retirement2 farms in eoutheast Kansas than in the state as
a whole.
TABIS 3
PABT-TLkffi FARUS AND FARM OHSRATORS WORKING OFF THE FAEH t 1959*
Southeast
Kansas
1 Z
% farm operators
working off farm 45.6 43.2
% farm operators
working off the farm
100 days or more 50.1 23.9
% with other income of
family exceeding value
of farm produets sold 35.9 23.8
% part-time farms 20.8 11.7
% part-retirement farms 13.8 8.4
*U. S. Bureau of the Census, United States Census of Agri-
oulture (Kansas) 1959), pp. 160-169.
hi» S* Bureau of the Census, County and City Data Book (a statis-
tical abstract supplement; 1962), pp. 131-151.
^Part-time farms are those with sales of farm products from $50
to $2,499 with operators under 65 who work off-farm 100 days or more
or have inooms from nonfarm sources greater than the value of farm
products sold. Part-retirement farms are those with sales of farm
products from $60 to $2,499 and operators over 65.
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Agriculture accounts directly for 15. 8# of the employment in
southeast Kansas, which is only slightly higher than that for Kansas
(18,3#).* taore persons are employed in both manufacturing and retail
trade than in agriculture, just as they are for Kansas. Table 4 gives
the percentages employed in each industry group for southeast Kansas
and the state and shows little difference in tho distribution of em-
ployment among the various industries.
The unemployment problem is more serious in the southeast area
than for the state. Kansas hud 3.7;J of the oivilian labor force unem-
ployed in 1960 while southeast Kansas had 6.0»'. 2
The unemployment problem is aggravated by the low educational
level of people in the area. Table 6 gives the median years of sohool
completed for persons 25 years of age and older. This is a result
to some extent to the high median age, but nevertheless* low levels of
eduoation make it more difficult to alleviate an unemployment problem.
To summarise, the area is one of deolining population, low income,
low eduoation, high median age with concentration in the older age
groups, and relatively serious unemployment. Deserted by its old
eoonomio standby, mining, the area depends primarily upon agriculture
and manufacturing for its basic employment. Population growth and
decline is directly related to the growth and decline of this basic
employment. 5 So far these pursuits have not taken up the slaek
\\ S. Bureau of the Census, U. £• Census of Population ! general
Social and Eoonomio Characteristics, op . olt ., pp. 257-266 and 188.
Zlbld., pp. 167 and 25S-247.
SRlehard L. Nelson, The Selection of Retail Locations (New Yorkt
F. W. Lodge Corporation, 1958 ) , p. 5.
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created by the decline of raining. The stage sees* to be set for
further decline.
IABL8 4
DISTRIBUTES* Of BMPDYBB FKPSOS8 AMOHQ INDUSTRY GROUPS t I960*
Industry Group Southeast Kaunas Kansas
Agriculture 13.8
Forestry and Fisheries • 0*0
Mining • 2.1
Construction ............... 6*7
Manufacturing ........ 18.1
Transportation, communications,
end other utilities 9.4
Wholesale trade •• ..... 3.0
Retail trade 17.1
Finance, insurance, real estate ...... 9*3
Business services *..•• 0.5
Repair services •• ..... 1.6
rivate households ..... • 2.5
Other personal servioss .......... 5.0
Entertainment and reoreation • 0.6
Hospitals 2.6
Education, government and private • . • * • 6.1
Welfare, religious, and non-profit
saber ship organisations ........ 1.4
Other professional
and related servioes ..... 2.1
Public administration •• 4.7
Industry not reported ........... 2.8
13.3
0.01
1.9
6.2
16.6
8.6
3.G
16.3
3.8
0.6
1.6
2.6
2.9
0.7
3.1
6.6
1.6
2.6
4.7
3.1
*U. S. Bureau of the Census, United States Census of Population t
General Social and Kconomlo Characteristics {Kansas} IE 60*7, pp. 267-
26o and TW.
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TABIE 6
MEDIAN SCHOOL IFAR8 CCHPIJSTED
PEPSO?IS 25 YEAP.S OXJ> A*1
County or state Year* of school
Allen county 9.8
Bourbon oounty 9.2
Cherokee county 9.0
Crawford county 9.6
Labette county 10.0
,'ontgooery oounty 10.4
Neosho county 10.2
Wilton oounty 9.9
Woodson oounty 9.2
Kanaas 11.7
*U. 8. Bureau of the Census, United
States Census of Population ! GeneraT
Social end fcoonoaio Characterisiies
(Kanaas | i960), pp. l6'5-166.
CHATOR III
8TIPVEY re MIATRT) LIIBRATHFB
A considerable amount of research has been undertaken on subjects
related in one way or another to that presented here. Hone hare been
found, however, whioh used an identical method, or which attempted to
fini the answer to exactly the sane problem.
A study whioh seemed at first to be very similar was undertaken
at the University of Wiohita. 1 One of the objectives of this study
was to project ohanges in population, income, and retail sales to 1966
and 1970 for Kansas and Oklahoma counties. The wiohita study differed,
however, in several wayst (1) it did not attempt to projeot numbers
of retail units, (2) it did not predict the future behavior of specific
types of retail units, (5) it did not include breakdowns by town sise,
and (4) its predictive methods were less reliable and likely to give
lest accurate results.
The authors of the Wichita study assumed a constant percentage
change using 1960 to 1960 as a base to dotermlw the %VMsi in all their
projections to 1966 and 1970. From their projections they predict a
total 1970 population of the nine-oounty southeast Fansae area ef
^Verne A. Bunn and Donald C. Christenson, Population, Income,
w*4 Petal 1 Sales in Kansas and Oklahoma for 1960-1960 wl^h projections
Tor 1965' and 1970"TThe Center for Business iianagemsnF Services, College
oT~3usins8f Administration] Wichita, Kansas » University of Wichita,
November, 1962).
18
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184,68s. 1 They predict that the area will doeline from 9, 25f> of the
Kansas population in 1960 to 6.91^ in 1970.2 Kansas will grew while
this area «ill decline.
Jlaither is the area expected to grew economically as fast as the
rest of the state. The total effective buying inoome (equivalent to
disposable personal income) of Kansas ie expected to grow 69.2;? from
I960 to 1970^ while in tlrw nine southeast Kansas counties the increase
is expected to be only 32.2«J.8 Mot all of this difference in inorease
in total inoossi ean be attributed to the expected differences in popu-
lation ohange. They computed an "effective buying income quality index",
whioh is equal to the county percentage of otate total income divided
by the county percentage of state total population. The aggregate
effective buying inoome quality index for the nine-county southeast
Kansas area is expected to decline from .82 in 1960 to .72 in 1970.*
The increase in retail sales is not expected to keep up with
that for Kansas as a whole, either. Kansas retail sales are expected
to increase 49.15 free 1960 to 1970, cocparod to 51.03 for southeast
Kansas.** These predictions were made by assuming thut between 1960
and 1970 these faotors will change in the saw proportions ao from
1960 to 1960.
Another study of Kansas eountles was conduoted by William Korbel
at Kansas University.6 The purpose of this study was to learn about
^.Tbld
., pp. 16-17. £ Ibld ., pp. 21-85. aIhld. , pp. 56-57.
4lbid., pp. 61-65. 6 Jbld ., pp. 89-91.
^William Korbel, Turnover of Retail Firms in Kansas (School of
Business, Bureau of Business pesearoVij iiiwrsnee,"Tensas i University
of Kansas, Karon, 1955).
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ownership turnover and births and deaths of retail establishments in
Kansas* The source of data was reoords collected by the .Sales Tax
Z-irision of the Kansas State Commission of Bersaus tnd taxation cover-
ing the period of July 1, 1252 to June S0 t 1953. These records include
a list of business births and deaths and the uuabcr of businesses by
couxAy and type of business and by how the business was started (1. e«,
new business or chance of ownership). iCorbel divided the state into
six "eoonoaio regions" for purposes of the study. The southeast Kansas
region was identioal to the area discussed in this thesis.
Among the findings of interest were that the southeast and north-
central regions had the highest aedian age for all businesses (60 months*
oonpared to 65 months for the loweut). The southeast region had the
highest aedian age for food stores, and aeoonc highest lor clothing
stores.* The author attributed a high median *go to laok of oppor-
tunity for new businesses, rather than to longevity of existing busi-
nesses.
de found that the southeast region had a rate of 153.2 starts
and 176.9 quits per thousand businesses for apparel stores. For food
it was 297.2 starts and 312.6 quits per thousand.2 This means that
the southeast Kansas area had a net loss of 2.37# of its clothing
stores and 1.54^ of its food stores in that one year.
A study completed at Kansas State University' reported on ehanges
1Ibld.
, p. 21. 2 Tbld. , p. EC.
"iSSldred K. Butenberg, Tits Inter re let ii.nshifn oi r^lcn , Popu-
lation Change, and Change in dumber of retail Firms In Ge looted Areas
of* ;r^ai-atr e£o ltt ar. Kt.r.rus TccntritutTcii v,o. P, ;Vj arTmect of tJsonomics
and Sociology, Kansas Agricultural Experiment Station; Manhattan,
Kansas j Kansas State University, 1953).
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la the nuaoer of retail stores between 1957 and 1962 in 57 Kansas towns
under 1,000 population and 20 fCansas towns between 1,000 and 6,000.
Data on eight types of retail businesses ffara Tsaohinerv, general stores,
gasoline servlc* stations, food stores, eating and drinklnp- plaoes,
olothinsr stores, furniture and equipment stores, and imtg rrtores) were
eompiled fr-JJ* ^vr. sod ^rad street Reference Books.
It was fourd that towns under 1,000 decreased in number of busi-
nesses in all sight types. Towns 1,000 and orer lost businesses in
three groups, gained in four and had no change it one.
When the towns were analysed eocordine to population change
between 1950 and lSfO, It was found that towns with decreasing popu-
lation lost rtoref regardless of site.** Those with less than a bt
change In population lest businesses also, but lest t scalier propor-
tion. Towns under 1,000 with a population increase lest 14,7% of their
businesses—alwost as great a less as towns of that site wnlch lost
population. Only towns orer 1,000 which had experienced a population
increase gained in nureoer of businesses."
> study cf rotail businesses In Hebraeka towns* also used the
Pun and Bred street Reference Book as s source of data. This study was
an attempt to determine what effeot changing population has on the
number of businesses in a town. Will a town decreasinf in population
have store or fe*er facilities than a nrowlng town of the sane site?
One theory states that it will hare fewer and tnat this is one of the
i.Tbid.
, pp. 6-«. 2 Ibld., p. 11. S lbld. , p. 15.
^Leonard Tobkln and Edgar Z. Palaer, Type s of Business in Bebraska
Towns (Business Research Bulletin So. 67, College of Business Adnlhis-
tr&tior.; Mr.^olr. f.'ebrsf'kpt Unirereity of hwbraske, 1954).
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causes of the population decrease or that businessmen see the decline
and do not start new businesses. Another theory holds that it will
have more beoause it is equipped for the larger population of the
past* The first theory assumes that business mores ahead of popula-
tion change, anticipating it and acting accordingly. The seoond theory
assumes a lag between population ohange and changes in the business
struoture.
They found considerable support for the first theory* enough to
lead them to state that businesses may move ahead of population and
offer fewer faeilities when a decline is evident. For 83 out of 86
types of business, there were more firms in growing than in declining
towns of equal site. In 71 of these oases, the relationship was signi-
ficant at the 2% level. 1
Another finding, which was not surprising, was that although the
number of businesses increased with increasing town sise, the per eapita
number of businesses decreased.2
Several studies on related subjects were oarried out at the Uni-
versity of Wisconsin. One of these compared the service orientation
of Wisconsin rural people in three periods, 1911-1913, 1929-1930, and
1947-1948.s The information oonoerning the first two periods was
based on previous University of Wisconsin studies. Data was collected
by means of a questionnaire asking rural people what towns they pat-
ronised for various goods and servloes.
*Ibid.
, p. 66. 8 Ibid. , p. 6.
8John H. Kolb and Leroy J. Day, Interdependence in Town and
Country Relations in Rural Soolety (Research Dulletin VTZ, Agricultural
Experiment Stations Madison, Wisoonsim University of Wlsoonsin,
Deoember, 1950).
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Among the findings were that open-oountry people tend to divide
their service orientation amonf, towns more than in the past, and that
rural-customer oriented service oenters are becoming increasingly
specialised.
A later Wisconsin University study* pursues this theory further
pointing out that distance is not as important as it was in past de-
cades, making rural people increasingly more willing to "shop around"
for their services. Typioally they patronise several different towns.
This study reaohed the following conclusions • (1) rural residents no
longer "belong" to a single community as defined by their trade pat-
terns, (2) trade areas for some specialized services are surprisingly
large, (3) neighborhood oenters are no longer important, and (4)
centers offering similar services must compete to attract rural trade.
2
Some observations concerning the distribution of speoifie ser-
vices were made. Banking seemed to be determined by the distance to
the nearest center, indicating a minimum of "shopping around." A
large proportion of the open-country people tended to buy groceries
in nearby towns also, although a high proportion divided their purchases
among two or more oenters. The data on olcthlng purchases indicated
a great deal of shopping around and willingness to travel a consider-
able distance. A large proportion bought olothing in more than one
town and would often by-pass a oloser town in order to patronise a more
distant center. 5
s
lJon Doerflinger, "Servloe Orientation of Open-Country People
in Price County" (unpublished report. Rural Sociology Department,
University of Wisconsin, Uay, 1968).
2 Ibid
., p. 2. aIbld., p. 7.
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A later publication by the stuns author
1 also expressed this
idea, and went on to state that "the pioture of the isolated, self-
suffioient community does not exist at present."*
Several related studies have been wade at the University of
Kentuoky during the part twelve years. One of these
8 Involved personal
interviews with a random sample of families in a email Kentuoky town
asking them where they bought various goods and why. They found (1)
small town families were more likely to buy fashion goods out of town
than oonvenienoe or service goods, (2) the higher their income, the
more likely families were to buy in Lexington (the major city of the
area), and (5) most of those who purchased goods in L»xlngton gave
"larger selection" for the main reason for buying there.
A more comprehensive publication by the same authors included a
ehapter on "Retail Trade and Market Analysis."
6 This was an analysie
of the retail trade of two primary and two secondary trading centers
in western Kentucky. Trade areae were defined through a combination
of a mathematical formula (elmilar to Rellly's "Lew of Retail
Ijon A. Doerflinger and D. G. Earehall, Jhe Story of Price County,
Wisconsin! Population Researoh in a Rural Development County (Research
Bulletin 220, Agrlsu
'liwaTl^rlmenOTaTion and Agricultural Fxtension
Service! Madison, Wisconsin! University of Wisconsin, June, I960).
2 Ibid.
, p. 8.
8Frank Q. Coolsen and Will S. Myere, Jr., "Survey of Buying
Habits—Paris, Kentuoky and Nearby Towns" (unpublished preliminary
report, Bureau of Business Research, College of Commerce, University
of Kentucky, January 10, 1962).
*Ibld., p. 4.
©Frank Coolsen, Will S. Myers, and James W. Martin, Paducah and
Western Kentucky Income, Labor, and Retail Trade Patterns (Bulletin
io. U\ Bureau of Business research". College of Comneroej Frankfort,
Kentucky! University of Kentuoky, August, 1962), pp. 54-65.
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Gravitation" ) and personal interviews with businessmen and consumers.
They found that large trading centers attracted a larger proportion
of the fashion goods trade of the area than they did other type a of
trade. Feople would travel further to purchase fashion goods than
oonvenienoe or service goods.
In an economic study of an eight-oounty area of northern Kentucky 1
an attempt was wade to determine what proportions of the purchases of
fashion and other goods were made outside the area. The average income
in this area was about the same as the Kentuoky average* so it was
assumed that the ratio of retail expenditures to income would be about
the same as for Kentuoky as a whole. The lower ratio of retail sales
to income for the eight-oounty area then, was attributed to buying out-
side the area. (A balance was assumed between reil ants of Kentuoky
buying outside the state and non-residents buying in Kentuoky.) By
this method it was found that residents of the eight-county area bought
4A% of their fashion goods and 9% of all other retail purchases outside
the area. 2
Reaeareh on changes in Minnesota rural trade centers during
depression (1929-1953) and post-depression (1933-1957) years5 measured
the effect of the depression on businesses in different sited towns*
Towns were divided into three eategorlesi major independent* minor
independent* and dependent; depending on the presence or absence of
*John L. Johnson and Elan Greene* The Economy of Northern Ken-
tucky (Bureau of Business Research* College of Commerce* No* 29|~~
Frankfort, Kentucky* University of Kentucky, May, 1954), pp. 35-37.
8lbid.* pp. 36-37.
'irowry Nelson and Frnst T. Jaoobson, "decent Changes in Farm
Trade Centers of Minnesota," Rural Sociology, VI, No. 2 (June, 1941),
pp. 99-106.
2(3
certain services and the nuabor of business units. The number of
business units in each category was determined from Dun and Bradetreet
Reference Bookt for eneh year. It was found that fr«a 1929 to 1933,
major independent centers gained lji in number of businesses while
ninor independent and dependent lost 2,&f, and 7.8£ respectively.
Fro* 1933 to 1937, major independent centers gained 17. 6#, minor inde-
pendent gained 8.8> and dependent gained V.2^. 1 Restaurants, beer
parlors and filling stations (relatively short-lived establishments
requiring little oapital) were found to aooount for a large proportion
of the gains, especially in the dependent centers*
It was also found that recovery in number of business units was
greater in towns farther from major trade centers. 2
The authors concluded that the depression and period of recovery
accelerated the differential growth rate of large and small towns, at
the expense of the small ones. 5
Another study traced trends in sales volume and number of stores
in Illinois towns of under 2,600 from 1938 to 1950.* Dun and Brad-
street Reference Books were used as a source of data. The total number
of stores in all towns changed only 0»b% during this period, although
the totals for different types of businesses changed considerably.6
Findings of studies of the area covering the period of 1913 to
1938 were compared to the 1938-1950 study. During thfr earlier periods
iii ii ii iii i i i i, »—»—»»
xIbld
., pp. 101-102. 2Ibid ., p. 106. 8 Ibld. , p. 106.
*Donnld M, Sootton, Trends in Rural petpi ling in Two Illinois
Districts t 1936 to 1960 (Bulletin~76, College of Coraaeroe and Busi-
ness Administration, Bureau of '^oonomio and Business Researohj ^rbane,
Illinois i University of Illinois, 1953).
6 Ibid., p. 17.
If
there were deolinea in teles volumes in these email towns because of
the automobile, the decrease In number of farns, and deoreaaing farm
lnoorae. the 1936 to i960 study showed a large increase in sales volume
bncauee of higher prices and the increased inoo*e cf fern and Tillage
people* tthen these factors were eliminated, however, this study agreed
with the earlier ones and pointed to a continuing moveraent of trade
to bigger centers.*
Citv directories were used as a source of data in a study of
the business history of Korristown, Pennsylvania (population 38,000)
fren 1900 to I960. 2 The number of businesses by type of business were
tabulated for the years 1900, 1910, 1920, 1930, 1940, and 1950. For
the years frost 1920 to U 50 the tabulation was done for every year the
city direetory was published (about every two years). Hsw fines were
traced and firs* entering and leaving were noted.
It was found that the number of businesses grew from 712 In 1900
to 1,341 in 1960. During that time 2,997 new firms were established
and 2,369 went out of business. Only 60 firms were present in both
1900 and 1950. The overall birth rate was about 100 per 1,000 and the
death rate 90 p9T l,0O0.8
An interesting finding was that the deoade of 1940 to 1960 was
the only one in which business births exceeded deaths. This is par-
ticularly significant beoause during this deoade the city sustained a
* rbld.
, p. 61.
^Sidney Gcldstaln and Kurt Vayer, "Patterns of Business Crowth
and Survival" in a kedlum-Sised City," The Journal of Soonomic History,
mil So. 2 (June, 1957), pp. 193-206.
3 Ibid., p. 1P9.
population lots. 1 in spite of this, t«e authors did not find bu&iness
turnover to be primarily a function if the business oyolo. lather,
they concluded that l>s)t-rw changee were roluled aaitlj to growth or
decline in the city's population.
2
Hint non-gro*iug cities and ninu moderately growing oitiee be-
tween 100,000 end 300,000 in population were compared in another study
of the efi'eot of population change on retail busineas.* This study
compared the 192& and l£3C Census of Business figures on maaber of re-
tail establishaents, retail sales, and retail ooplcyaent. It was found
that retell sales in the nine non-growing oities was 25.5% less in 1939
than in 1&29, while in growing oities it deoiined only ?.2#.* The
nuaber of retail establishments increased 4% in non-growing oities and
12# in growing oities. detail enployxent increased 12% in the growing
oities and deoreaeed 0% in the others* Sales per establichmsnt dooreased
17JJ in the growing oities and 26£ in the non-growing cities. 6 It oan
be seen that retail business in the growing oities did not suffer as
much frosi the depression as it did in non-growing cities.
A study of types of retail stores present as related to popula-
tion change was wade in 261 towns in southern Minnesota. Dun and
Bredstreet Reference jjouks were used to determine which of seven types
lIbid., p. 201. 2 Ibid. , p. 201.
5Victor Roterus, "Effeots of Papulation Growth and Son-3ro*th on
the Well-Being of Cities," AMerloan Sociological Review, XI, So. I
(February, 1546), pp. 30-47.
dlbid., p. 82. 6 Ibld. . ?. D3.
%dward Hasslnger, "The Relationship of aetail-3errlce Patterns
to Trade Center Population Change," Rural Spoiolojgy, XXII, Ho. 3
(September , It67), pp. 2SS-Z4C.
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of retail stores wore present in each town. They were then given a
soore for 1939 and 1951 from a Guttman-type soale indicating the highest
type of retail store present in that year.
It was determined that as the soore inoreased there was more
tendency for the town to gain population. Ihis supported the hypo-
thesis that oenters offering more special! ted serrioea would show greater
tendency to increase in population.* Over two thirds of the towns
gaining in retail servioe types also gained in population, and two thirds
of those losing retail-servioa types lost population.*
The studies summarised so far have indicated that population
growth is "good" for the retail business of a oity. A somewhat oontrary
conclusion was made by other re *earchers. 5 They found that the length
of life of business units was related to local population growth.
Cities with relatively stable populations had a longer a-rerage length
of life for their business units than plaoe* with rapidly growing popu-
lation. They concluded that e rapid increase in population stimulates
a too rapid growth of business while s relatively stable population
discourages new business. Therefore, the more stable the population,
the more stable the businesses beoause of the lack of overoptimism. 4
A study of factors associated with differences in retail sales
among cities was made using Illinois cities over 10,000 (excluding
*Ibld
., p. 258. 2 Ibid ., p. 239.
sRuth Gillette Hutchinson, Arthur I« Hutchinson, and Mabel
Newcomer, "A Study in Business Mortality," American Economic Review,
XXVIII, So. 3 (September, 193B), pp. A97-51T,
4Ibid., p. 611.
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Chicago) for comparison purposes. 1 Regression aquation* wore oonatruotad
and an attempt was made to determine which of several faotors ware corre-
lated with variations in (1) total sales, and (2) per capita sales
among oities.
An r2 of .91 was obtained in a simple correlation of total income
and total sales. This was considered high, but not as high as the r2
of .95 usually obtained in correlations of individual income and ex*
penditures.2 Multiple regression equations were set up with total
income, population, peroentage of families with income over $4,000,
percentage of families with income over $7,000, distance to the nearest
larger city, ratio of the number of stores in the given city to the
number in the nearest larger city, and the distance to St. L uis or
Chicago as the independent variables. From these, only population and
distance to the nearest larger city were statistically significant In
relation to the dependent variable, total retail sales. These two
variables had an r2 of .949. Population was eight times as important
as distance
,
5
A regression equation was also set up with per capita sales as
the dependent variable. Per eapita income, number of stores per 10,000
population, and distance to the nearest larger city were statistically
significant with a total regression of r2s.64. 4
For smaller towns such as many of those in the southeast Kansas
area, the selection of goods for sale in the town has an effect on
oonsumer purchasing habits. Research into this problem was conducted
^Robert Ferber, "Variations in Retail Sales Between Cities,"
Journal of Marketing, XXII, Ko. 5 (January, 1968), pp. 296-303.
2Ibid., p. 295. 3ib Id., p. 298. 4Ibld., p. 300.
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comparing Utah towns and oitlea in three site categories.* Personal
interviews ware conducted with housewives in 29 small rural towns with
populations of 100 to 683, seven larger rural towns of 841 to 1,525,
and four cities of 3,584 to 5,641. The data ware compiled by town
size and by inoome and occupation groups.
Seven and eight-tenths per oent of the housewives interviewed
in the two smaller town categories reported there was an inadequate
•election of dry-grocery items. Soareely any in the largest town
oategery reported this deficiency. Forty-nine per cent in the two
aaaller town categories reported high prices for groceries compared
to IV.1% in the larger towns. Grocery prices were found to aotually
be higher in the smaller towns | in sobs oases 15 to 20£ higher. The
closer the small towns were to larger cities, the less was the dif-
ference in food prices. 2
Housewives interviewed in the tt.o smaller town categories gen-
erally reported inadoquata selection and avuilability of clothing and
dry goods. All items of this type were usually purchased out of town
by well over half the small town interviewees. The reasons given for
this were lack of availability, limited selection, and higher prices
in their home towns. 5
A report published by the Federal Reserve Bank dealt with the
effect of the declining number of farmers and the changes in farming
methods on businesses selling to farmer*.*
*David E. Faville, Dix U. Jones, and Richard B. Sonne, Merohan-
dles Availability in Utah (Stanford, California t Stanford University
Press, 1042).
2 Ibid.
, p. 17.
8 Ibid.
, p. 18,
*"Agricultural Growth and the Rural Economy," Monthly Review,
Federal Reserve Bank of Kansas City (June, 1960), pp. 3-8.
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A relatively large inorea&e in production expenses has caused
total net farm income to decline while total gross farm income has
increased since World Y<ar II. This means that the total sales volt
of consumption goods and servioes to farmers has deolined while the
sale of production goods has expanded. If tha number of businesses
providing oonsuraer goods to farmers has not deolined as much propor-
tionally as has total net farm inoome, then those businesses must de-
pend upon nonfarm souroes of customers or have a lower volume of
business.
The total purchasing power of farmers has increased slightly
since World War II* but a substantially larger proportion has been
spent on production goods. Production expenditures have increased
faster than has total gross farm inoome. 1 The per capita net purchas-
ing power of farmers has stayed about the same beoause of the decrease
in the number of farms and the increase in the nonfarm inoome of
farmers.
The ohanges in farm inputs from the 1947-49 period to the 1956-58
period have significance for farm-related businesses. Between those
periods total inputs increased only 1%, but labor (a non-purohased in-
put) decreased 26% while the total of purohased inputs increased Zl%*
From this increase of only 1% in inputs, a 30£ increase in farm pro-
duction was made, thus increasing productivity substantially. 2
Even though the number of farms deoreased between these two per-
iods, farm produotion expenses inoreased by bQ%t so business firms
selling produotion goods to farmers should be doing a larger volume
libid., p. 3. 2 Ibld., p. 4.
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of bullosas with fewer customers.* lira* selling s larger Toluae
to fewer customers should be able to out selling end handling oosts and
sell at lower priees* or give better service than when selling a
smaller voluae to wore farmers* As the aggressive firtas get more big
customers, they oan out oosts and prices more, thus attraoting more
customers and so on* Smaller firms will find it increasingly more
diffioult to compete* so it is probable that in the future there
will be a deolining number of firms selling an increased volume of
production goods to farmers.
2
lIbld. , p. 6* 2ibld ., pp. 6-7.
CHAPTER IV
1BTH0DS AND SOURCES OF DATA
Several souroes of data vara utilised in this study. Some
material had bean developed previously by the Area Development pro-
ject, including trade area maps for eaoh commodity. Results from the
Area Development questionnaires administered in Heosho eounty and the
townships bordering on that county ware also used.
The Dun and Bradstreet Reference Books for 1957 and 1962 • were
used to enumerate the retail unite. These were supplemented by a
list of chain stores and by letters to individual store managers.
The Dun and 3radstreet Reference Books list all businesses except the
individual outlets of ohain stores. They are assumed to be fairly
reliable and accurate. Quite a few research studies have used these
books and its predecessor, Bradstreet 1 s Commercial Ratings, as a
source of data, setting a precedent for their use in research**
*Dun and Bradstreet, Reference Book (Hew York: Dun and ftrad-
street Co., 1957 and 1962), Vols. 406, Book 2 and 411, Book 1.
2Douglas Chittick, Growth and Decline of South Dakota Trp.de
Canters, 1^01-51 (Agricultural Experiment staTion Bulletin 448| Brook-
ings, SoutliTaltota i South Dakota State College, May, 1956), p. 6.
Busenberg, og. fit., p. 4. Tobkin and Palmer, ojj>. olt ., p. 5. Nelson
and Jaoobson, op. olt., p. 99. C. C. Zimmerman, Farm Trade Centers
in Minnesota , T905^l9"29 (Minnesota Agricultural Sxperiment Station
Bulletin 269 j Duluth, iiinnesotai University of Minnesota, September,
1930), p. 8. C. E. Lively, Growth and beollne of Farm Trade Centers
in Minnesota, 1905-1930 (Minnesota Agricultural Experiment Station
Bulletin 287 j Duluth, a inns seta t University of Minnesota, July, 1932),
p. 3. T. Lynn Smith, farm Trade Centers in Louisiana, 1901-1033
(Louisiana Agricultural
1
Sxperiment Station~Bulletin 234 j Baton Houge,
Louisiana! Louisiana State University, January, 1933), p. 7. Paul
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All population figures except the population of unincorporated
towns were taken frost State Board of Agrioulture Report*1 and from
the State Board of Agriculture upon request by letter. The population
of unincorporated town* were obtained by letter from county clerks,
oouaty agricultural agents, and persons living in the towns*
The Farsn Kanagenent Annual Reports2 wore used in an analysis
of trends in expenditures for fara maohinery.
The Censuses of Business, Population, and Asrionlture for Kan-
sas were used for background and supporting data, as was the County-
City Data Book published by the U. S« Census Bureau.
Seven population groups were analysed separately! cities of
6,000 and over, oities of 1,000 to 4,599, incorporated cities under
1,000, townships containing a city of 5,000 or over, townships con-
taining a city of 1,000-4,999, townships containing an incorporated
city of less than 1,000, and townships containing no incorporated
cities. The township population did not include the population of
incorporated oities It contained . If a township contained more than
on* oity, the largest city was used to determine its classification.
a. Landis, Washington Farm Trade Centers, 1900-1935 (Washington Agri-
cultural Experiment Station Bulletin 360; Pullman, Washington t State
College of Washington, July, 1936), p. 6. Paul H. Landis, The Growth
and Peeling of Sout h Fakota Trade Centers, 1901-1933 (South Dakota
AgriculturalTxperirnsnt Station Bulletin 279j Brookings, South Dakota
t
South Dakota State College of Agriculture, April, 1933), p. 5. Scot-
ton, o£. olt» , p. 12* Bassinger, op_. clt ., p. 236.
1Kansas State Board of Agriculture, State Poard of Agrioulture
report
a
i 1909-1910 to 1960-1961 (17th to 44th Reports).
2Fara Hanagonent Su—aary and Analysis Peport (1965, 1957, 1958,
1959, I960, 1961, 1962 Reports, Extension Service j Manhattan, Kansas
t
Kansas State University, 1955 to 1962).
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Rural population1 was divided into these four groups because it wai
determined that the population density was Tory different in the area
immediately surrounding cities from that in areas not near a city*
Yearly population figures were obtained for e&oh of these groups
from 1910 to 1950 s* and the populations were projected to 1972 using
linear regression. The number of farms in the area was obtained in
four to ten year intervals from 1900 to 19695 and this also was pro-
jected to 1978.
The oholoe of linear regression as the best means to use in
predicting population in this oase was made after studying ssveral
alternative methods* examining the soatter diagrams, and examining
the population structure at present, together with knowledge of the
past and present sooial and eoonoiaio forces in the area and their
likely effect on the area's future.
The alternative methods studied were arithmetic project ion
(the method used), geometric projection, the analogy method, the ratio
method, the analytic method, correlation of annual data on oity popu-
lation and economic variables, the multiple factor curve, and logis-
tics ourvss. It was soon determined that the ones whioh could be
applied to the problem of predicting the population of an area and
groups of cities rather than a single oity were arithmetic and
*"Furel" shall be defined as "outside incorporated oltles*
exoept when quoting U. S. Census figures, when the oensus definition
will prevail.
2Xansas State Hoard of Agriculture, Stvto Sotrd of Agriculture
Reports | 1909-1910 to 1960-1961, loo , clt .
5
tf. S. Bureau of the Census, United States Census of Agricul-
ture (Kansas, 1900 to 195$).
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La projection, the ratio Method, and the analytic sathod.
Arithmetic projection siaply projects past numerical changes into the
future; gooactric projection projects percentage changee. The ratie
method involves projeoting the population of one or mere larger areas,
such as the state or nation, of which the area being projected i« a
part. Then the proportion thla area will be of the larger area xuet
be determined and applied to the projected figure for the larger area.
The analytic method involvee separate analyses of birth, death, and
nigral ion rates.
The ratio oethed was rejected beoauee of the inability to arrive
at reasonably aocurate figures for the future ratios of the population
of southeast Kansas to that of larger areas. It could by no means
be assuiaud that it would remain constant for ten years.
The analytic Method eight well hare been the best choice, but
the eleisent of time caused it to be ruled out in favor of a sirpler
method.
The choice between aritheetie and geometric projection wae aade
on the beeit of the forn of past population change in the area and
because soa* ooaparisonB havo proven it to be the »ore accurate of
the two. 1
Arithaetlo projecticr. has been found to tend to overestimate2
Robert C. Schstitt and Albert s. Crceettl, "?hort-Cut Mflthode
of Foreoaoting City Population," Journal of Marketing, XVII, Ko. 4
(April, 1&E5), p. 422.
2G. C. Ecuser, "How Accurately Can Engineers Predict Future
Population Growth of Cities?," The American City, XXXIX, No. 8
(Septesfoor, 1S28), pp. 124-126.
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future population by Homo and underestimate 1 it by other*, itost would
uyee, however, that the method used must fit the particular situation,
and that one aethod aight be best in one case and a different aethod
in another .^
The density of farms tliryughout the area Kau aseuaed oonetant,
as it was determined that the number of faros per square nils is
approximately the tms& regardless of the proximity of a city, except
in townships containing a city of 5,000 or acre. The fara density
there is somewhat higher, but these areas do not oontaln a large
enough proportion of the farms in the area to stake an adjustment
accessary.
after the populations of tiw township groups were projeoted,
the population of unincorporated towns in each group were subtracted
froa the 1863 totals and a proportionate amount subtracted from the
1872 estimates. (Population change in unincorporated towns was assumed
to be at the same rate as that of the township groups of which they
were a part.) This actually added four more population groups t un-
incorporated cities in townships containing a city of 5,000 or more,
unineorpurjited cities in townuhips containing a city of 1,000-4,299,
unincorporated cities in townships containing a city under 1,000,
and unincorporated cities in townships containing no incorporated
cities.
Haass *ere given to these population groups to avoid the
^Planning Advisory Lorvioe, population forecasting (:;o. i?f
Chicago i American Society of Planning Officials, i960), p. 4.
2liarlin G. Looasr, "Accuracy of the Ratio Method for i'creoasting
City f-cpulatior.; A toply." Una gcoaoalos, BOTH I. :.c. 2 faay. 1952),
p. 180. Sehaitt and Crosetti", "'Short-Cut . • . ," op. oit., p. 423-
424. "*"
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necessity of using their lengthy description! eaoh time they were
mentioned i
Cities of 5,000 or more • .
Cities of 1*000-4,999
Cities under 1,000 (incorporated) • • . • .
Townships containing a oity of 5,000 or more
Townships containing a eity of 1,000-4,999
Townships containing an incorporated eity
under 1,000 •••••
Townships containing no incorporated oities
unincorporated towns in class A townships •
unincorporated towns in class B townships •
Unincorporated towns in class C townships •
Unincorporated towns in olass D townships •
Class A oities
Class B oities
Class C oities
Class A townships*
Class B townships
Class C townships
Class D townships
Class A unincor-
porated towns
Class B unincor-
porated towns
Class C unincor-
porated towns
Class D unincor-
porated towns
The rural population per square mile was then oomputed for eaoh
township olass for 1957, 1962, and 1972. The number of farms p»r
square mile was oomputed for these years also* The 1972 population
of unincorporated oities was estimated by assuming they would be in
the same ratio to the total population of their olass as they were
in 1965.
Trade area maps for eaoh of the four types of business had
already been constructed by the Area Development project. 2 These
are included in Appendix A. The method of trade area delineation It
described in Appendix B. All complete or nearly complete trade areas
(those not extending for some distanoe outside the southeast Kansas
area) were measured with a planimeter and the units converted to
*The township classes do not inolude the population of either
incorporated or unincorporated towns within the township boundaries.
2John W. Knox, Survey of Trade Areas in Southeast Kansas (MF-116,
Extension Service f Manhattan, Kansas i Kansas State University, Jan-
uary, 1965).
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square miles. For farm machinery, ths trade areas for eaeh oity wore
easured as a whole* si no* the goal was to estinats the number of
farms In eaeh trade area and farm density was assumed to be oonstarit.
for food* clothing and banking* however* the trade areas were marked
off by township and eaoh township class measured separately* since
the total population of eaoh trade area was desired. The approximate
population in eaoh trade area oould be easily determined by multiply-
ing the number of square miles in eaeh township class times the den-
sity of that class and adding these to the population of all towns
and cities in the trade area. If an area or town was within the
trade area boundaries of two or more oities* its population was di-
vided equally among those cities.
The populations of the trade areas were then aggregated by oity
class.
The Pun and fradstreet Pe ferenee Books for 1967 and 1962 were
used to count the number of eaeh of the four types of business in eaoh
city. These were then aggregated by oity class for all oities whose
trade area had been measured. The financial strength (net worth)
of eaoh unit was noted also* and averages were computed for eaoh type
of unit by oity site. All figures were converted to a constant prloe
level for comparison purposes. Where financial strength was not
given* it was assumed to be equal to the average for that oity olass.
Chain stores are not listed separately so a list was obtained1
and these were added to the others. The financial strength was
*1902 list of ohain stores in Kansas obtained from Sykes E.
Trieb, Assistant Professor* Extension Marketing; Kansas State Uni-
versity) Manhattan* Kansas.
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obtained by writing to the individual store and/or the ohain head*
quarters* From these two sources excellent cooperation was received,
except for one ohain whose financial strength had to be estimated
from that of the others.
At this point, the number of retail unite, total and average
financial strength, and population of the trade areas for eaoh city
class and eaoh type of retail business had been computed. From this,
the population per retail unit and the financial strength per person
oould be oomputed for 1957, 1962, and 1972, assuming present trade
area boundaries, and assuming for 1972 the 1962 number of outlets and
financial strength.
Changes from 1957 to 1962 were examined and likely ohanges in
number of units, financial strength, and trade area boundaries by
1972 were predicted. Trends in population per unit, sales per unit
and per oapita sales were traced from Census of Business data and used
in predicting 1972 figures.
Sinoe farm maohinery is probably more closely related to the
amount of land farmed than number of farms, special analysis was neces-
sary for this type of business. An attempt was made to determine
trends in maohinery investment per orop aore through the years, and
the relation of this to else of farm. It was hypothesised that
smaller farms tend to have a greater maohinery investment per aore
than larger ones, thus tying the retail outlets for machinery to
number of farms to some degree.
CHAPOER V
RESULTS OF' POPULATION PROJECTIONS
The population of each oity and township olass and the number
of tarns were extrapolated to 1972 using linear regression. The
year was the independent variable (X) and population the dependent
variable (i). The population of township and unincorporated town
olasses were projected together} then unincorporated town population
was subtracted in all years at 1963 proportions* Graphs of the popu-
lation of eaoh group from 1910 to i960 or 1962 and the best fitting
regression line are presented in Appendix c.
Extremely high r2 values were obtained in every oaee indicating
a good fit to the regression line for the years used. The value r2
,
the correlation coefficient squared, is a measure of the amount of
variation in Y associated with a concomitant variation in X* In
these oases, a very large proportion of "population" was shown to
be related to "year".
In spite of these high r2 values, fairly wide confidence inter-
vals were obtained for the extrapolated values of T (population).
This is definitely one of the limitations of the analysis. The point
A.
estimate of Y=1972 population will be used, however, as it is the best
approximation we have of the actual figure.
In all oases, JB was found to be significantly different from
at the .001 level.
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Table 6 give* the b, r*, and Y=1972 ralues and the .05 eonfi-
denoe intervals on Y for all oity and township classes and for the
number of faros*
TABLS 6
STATISTICAL RESULTS TT PPOJECTTON OF POPULATION AID OF FASMS
Class V b r2 YS1672 .06 oonflcienoeintervals on Ysl972
Class A oitlee 1953 -753.3 .994 79.744.2 78,166. 1*M*8 1,332. 3
Class B oities 1854 -211.6 .986 37,468.8 36,706. l*u*38,231.6
Class C oities 1925 -£35.0 .971 12.226.7 ll,446.3*u-13,012.1
Class A twp. h
uniao. town* 1954 -168.8 .928 10,459.4 9,812.3***11,106.5
Class B twp. i
unino. towns 1954 -262.0 • 940 9,299.4 8,586.6<u4l0, 213.2
Class C twp. &
unino. towns 1910 -633.1 .998 11,362.0 9,732.Hm^12,991.8
Class D tvp. «
unino. towns 1948 -666.4 .979 14,034.9 12,568.9*11*15,510.9
uumber of fame 1935 -354.1 .956 8,076.4 4,562.O*u*ll,590.8
•First year of base period
The extrapolations to 1972 sees reasonable in the light of what
is known about the area. One extrapolated figure, that of number of
farms, was supported by data from the Area Development questionnaires.
A random sample of farmers were asked if they would like to have more
land, and if so how mueh. Fifty-four end seven-tenths per oent ans-
wered "yes", and they wanted an average of 242 additional acres.
This makes an average of 152 additional aores for eaoh farm, or 58.5£
of their present Roreage (260 aores). If this rate of increase in
farm else was realised, there would be 7,654 farms in the area in 1972
averaging 405.9 acres per faro, 'ihis oonpared with 8,076.4 farms
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with an arerage sise of 379.6 acres from the extrapolation.
These sane fanners were asked to estimate the nunber of faras
In their county in 1970. They predioted that there would be 73.6JC
as »any ferns as there were at that tine (1961). This would sake
8,861 ferae in 1970 whleh is remarkably close to the extrapolated
figure for 1970 ot 8,784.6. There is less than a 1% difference be-
tween these figures.
Managers of agriculturally related businesses were asked the
sans question end predioted 71.6$ as o»ny farnsrs in 1970 as then.
This would nake 8,872, a difference of only 2.4f froc the extrapolated
figure.
The 1957, 1962, and 1972 populations in each class are glren
in Table 7. These are the years used in the analysis to follow.
tabu: 7
populatiok by class i 1957, 1962, am) 1972
liwap regression estimates
Class
Population
1957 1962 1972
Class A cities 91,044 87,277 79,744
Class B cities 40,643 39,585 37,469
Class C cities 16,753 14,579 12,225
Class A townships 12,551 11,569 9,918
Class B townships 11,653 10,604 8,357
Class C townships 18,715 16,600 11,006
Class D townships 21,335 18,596 13,116
Class A uninc. towns 686 632 575
Class 3 unino. towns 1,314 1,196 942
Class C uninc. towns 606 638 356
Class D uninc. towns 1,495 1,303 919
nSEI2CE5D BU8IHBSS TEBHDS
Before setting forth the predicting for the future, a brief
eu^rary of the prrltlen of retsil trade ir tuttftftil Kansas today is
presented below, CoTrparlEons with the state of Xaneas as a whole are
eaningful also.
The ratio of ptfulHltB to the number of retail establishments
is assatilngful, for It gives an indication -f whether the retail pat-
tern is following the national trend cf increasing site of the units
pith stch serving a larger population. Sales ^9r unit and sales per
capita aro important also «hen used to compare two areas. Ifeble 8
gives there three ratios for the southeast Kansas area and for Kansas
for the years 1839, 1948, 19££, and 19F?. Comparisons of the treads
through the years are particularly Interesting. The figures ere given
for all retail establishments and for food and clothing. lata for
far* Buiohlnery is combined with hardware, luaiber, and building na-
turiuls in the Census of 3uciness, and ac data Is given for banks.
It is readily apparent that the figures for all threr of these
ratios increased through the ;etrs for both Kansas and southeast
Kansas. Eaoeptlcne to this r.r<> the 19E4 and 1958 ^er aapita sales
of ail #stablishiG9uts and of clothing for Kansas. The slight decrease
in 1958 was probably due to the general recession that year. It is
interesting that southeast Kansas did not experience a decline in per
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IABLR «
RATIO OF POPULATION XO NUMBER OF ESTABLISH* NTS, SAIES PER
ESTABUSMffiNT. AND PER CAPITA SAIES FOR SOUTHEAST
KANSAS ANT) KANSAS, 1959 to 1968*
1939 1948 1954 1958
All establishmnts
Pop* / no* •tab*
Southeast Kansas 65.7 68.5 70.2 70.5
Kansas 66.7 75.2 78.9 84.1
Sales per estab*
Southeast Kansas 51,667 69,482 70, 119 70,981
Kansas 56,518 78,707 92,795 97,298
Per capita sales
Southeast Kansas 480.4 871.4 998.9 1,010.4
Kansas 640.1 1,076.2 1,176.1 1,157.5
Food stores
Pop* / no* estab*
Southeast Kansas 266.4 500.0 548.4 429.9
Kansas 291.7 572.8 498.1 636.0
Sales per estab.
Southeast Kansas 54,037 66,100 86,650 115,518
Kansas 58,577 85,907 127,470 170,724
Per oapita sales
Southeast Kansas 152.7 217.0 248.7 265.6
Kansas 151.6 225.2 256.8 268.4
Apparel and aooessories
Pop* / no* estab*
Southeast Kansas 1,190.9 1,218.5 1,202.7 1,117.6
Kansas 1,496.2 1,568.1 1,476.7 1,691.4
Sales per estab*
Southeast Kansas 55,675 67,825 69,274 65,647
Kansas 41,815 88,066 80,041 86,156
Per oapita sales
Southeast Kansas 28.5 47.5 49.5 56.9
Kansas 27.9 66.2 64.2 54.1
"Compiled from U.S. Bureau of the Census* United States Census
of Business i Ketail Trade (1939, 1948, 1964, 1958), and Kansas State
Board of Agriculture, State Board of Agrioulturo Reports for 1959, 1948,
1964, and 1968* All dollar figures were oonrerted to a constant price
ratio*
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capita sales between those census periods* In fact per capita clothing
sales had increased enough to surpass the Kansas figures for that year*
Other exceptions were in the population per establishment for clothing*
There seems to be no definite trend here. The only other exception
was a manifestation of the "post-war boom" with a high figure for
both sales per establishment and per capita sales of olothing for Kan-
sas in 1948.
Otherwise the trends are clear t the average establishment is
making higher sales to more persons; the average person is buying more
through the years.
The main purpose in presenting this material is to point out that
southeast Kansas has been lagging behind the rest of the state. Fig-
urea for southeast Kansas are lower than those for Kansas in almost
every case. Whether this is due simply to the differences in popula-
tion density and dispersion or to a more sluggish economy, it is not
clear, but from other knowledge of the area, the latter would be sus-
peoted to be the case. More research would be needed to confirm this
hypothesis, however.
It is apparent that the average site of most types of retail
units has been increasing through the years. This trend has certainly
been taking plaoe in southeast Kansas as it has in the rest of the
nation* although the data above indicate that the process may be
ooourring more slowly in this area. If this is true, it is probably
also true that this area has further to go before the trend runs its
course. This makes the projection of trends somewhat "safer" than
usual.
Some selected findings from interviews in this area by the Area
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Development projeot help to point out trends in the retail structure*
These interviews were conducted in Neosho county and the townships
bordering on that oounty, but ere presumed to be representative of
the southeast Kansas area in general*
Businessmen in the area were asked to name the business giving
them the most competition from other towns* The sise of town they
gave is given for eaoh oity class of the respondents in Table 9* The
TABIE 9
8IZE OF TOWN IBIS BUSINESS GIYIBG THE MOST COWF8TITI0N
FROM OTBSR TORHS IS LXATBD
City
City olass of "most competition**
olass
of
respon-
dent
Class A Class B Class C
Unino.
town
No
oomp.
No
answer 1
N * % > % H % N % I %
Class A
Class B
Class C
13
8
17
21.0
61.6
39.6
27 43.6
1 7.7
11 26.6
7 11.3
1 7.7
10 23.3
3 4.8
0.0
3 7.0
2 3.2
2 16.4
2 4.7
10 16.1
1 7.7
0.0
62
13
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smallest towns seem to give only each other competition, but the medium-
sited oities show up as being in a strong competitive position* espe-
cially with the larger oities. In fact, businesses in olase b oities
were named as chief competitors almost as many timos as were thoee in
class A oities.
These businessmen were asked how many businesses of their type
there were in their trade area now, and how many there ehould be now
and In 1972. This la given in Tabic 10. Businessmen in all city
TABIE 10
Of BUSINESSES OF FESPONDSKT'S TYFB IK HIS TRADE AREAt
AHE NOW, SHOULD BE HOW, AMT> SHOULD BE IM FIYE TO TEN TEARS
Should be
Should in 6-10
City
cluae of
Are now be now years
Total
respondent
X iik* x IA x m
Class A 11.0 1 6.6 4 6.5 4 38
Class B 7.6 6.1 4.6 9
Class C 7.0
1
1 4.7 1 4.7 1 23
So answer
sises see the inevitable decrease in the number of businesses of their
type. They know this mist happen if any are to nake a reasonable
suooess of their business. They not only believe there should be
fewer of their type of business by 1972, but also believe there should
be fewer now.
Two questions asked of businessmen give their ideas about the
future of their oity and of their own business. Their answers are
summarised in Table 11. It is interesting that businessmen in the
medium-sised oities are the most optimistic table 9 indicated that
olass B elties are in a relatively good competitive position. One
reason for this may be that they are gaining from the losses of the
surrounding smaller towns.
Another question provides a oontrast to those just given.
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TABIE 11
rUTTTFE KCOHOMIC AID GR0RTH PROSPECTS
FOR FBSPOHIOT'S CITY AND SUSIJESR
City will
j
business villi
City
claaa
of
Grow
Remain
aa ia
De-
olino
Bo
answer Grow
Remain
as ia
D9-
oline
I
reapor>-
dent I % » % I % I f H % R % M %
Class A
Claaa B
Claas C
SI 65.5
5 55.6
2 6.7
11 26.9
8 55.8
11 47.6
5 15.2
0.0
10 45.5
1 2.6
1 11.1
0.0
26 68.4
6 86.9
12 52.2
7 18.4
0.0
6 54.8
5 15.2
1 11.1
8 15.0
58
9
85
Businessmen ware asked, "Do you hope to expand your trade area?" Here
the medium-eiaed oitiea were more peaaimlatic aa can be aeen in Table
12. It ia not clear whether they were pessimistic, or aimply did not
TABI£ 12
HESPOKBKT'S ISSUE TO EXPAND TRAIS ABBA
City claaa
of
1
'
,'.',; ". :.£rr„„.,".:,.i-±:
Tea
„!,..-. ..... .', . 1 .' ,'SS3
Mo
respondent
K % i % Total
Claaa A 16 42.1 22 67.9 88
Claaa B 2 22.2 7 77.8 9
Claaa C 14 60.9 9 59.1 28
want to go to the effort to expand their trade areas—"resting on
their laurels"— the relatively secure position indicated above. If
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the latter is the oase* businessman in these tonus should realise that
their greatest hope for growth is in the expansion of their trade areas
stade possible by the weakening position of saaller towns. Those busi-
nesses in class A oities who also answered "no" should be aware of
this too*
It is interesting that a greater proportion of businessmen in
class C oities hope to expand their trade areas than in the other two
city classes. They are precisely the ones that would hare the most
difficulty accomplishing it. Ihe;, are no doubt aware of the snail
and decreasing number of potential customers in the area they now
serve, and realize that their future existence depends upon enlarging
this number.
A sunaaary of the data oonpiled from the Dun and bradstreet
Reference Books will now be presented, '/able 13 gives the changes
that ooourred in the retail food structure between 185? and 1962 by
citj olass aad the changes in number of units and population per unit
that will take place by 1972 under certain assumptions stated later.
It can be seen that the number of units and the total financial
strength decreased between 1967 and 1962 for all town classes.
The average financial strength* however, has increased for all
but the smallest slsed cities. The population per unit has increased
for all oity sites also. This is consistent with the national trend
in food retailing—fewer and larger units eaoh serving a larger popu-
lation*
The figure which deviates from the others in this table is the
1967 to 1962 change in average financial strength for olass C oities.
This has decreased while that of the larger sited cities has increased.
13
It should be noted, too, that the number of units in this oitj class
has not decreased by as Much as in the larger oitias. This lndioates
that the number of units did not deorease fast enough to leave enough
customers to support the roasaining stores. In order for them all to
remain in business, some of them had to aotually deorease in sise.
TABIZ IS
CfiAJSGSS IN THE raTAlL FOOD STOPS STRUCTUPS,
1957-1962 AND 1962-1972
lotal lie. Average Pop. of n. 1 Pop.
financial of fin. trade sapit
a
per
strength units strength area Tin.etn unit
Class A olties
1957 1,695,766 99 17,129 55,66C 30.5 661.2
1962 1,441,886 72 20,026 62,043 27.7 722.8
1972 38 . • . . 45,421 . . 1,199.1
57-62 % change -16.0 -27.3 416.9 - 6.3 - 9.2 +26.8
62-72 % ohenge • ••••• -47.2 . . • • -12.7 ... 466.9
Class 8 oitles
1957 1,282,866 72 17,817 33,966 37.8 471.8
1962 l,ii75,236 bi 26,004 31,9<i9 39.9 626.8
1972 26 .... 28,265 ... 1,107*1
57-62 % ohango - 0.6 -29.2 440.3 - 6.9 4 6.6 +32.9
62-72 i ehange ...... -49.0 ... * -11.6 ... 476.6
Class C oitles
1967 813,401 55 14,789 12,673 64.2 230.4
1962 560,413 46 12,183 11,666 48.0 263.6
Ifltl 21 . . « . 6,6uJi ... 307.4
57-62 % ohange -31.1 -16.4 -17.6 - 7.9 -25.2 410.1
62-72 % ohange • •*••* -54.3 . . * • -44.0 ... 421.2
An alternative possibility is that those which went out of busi-
ness wero larger stores. This does not seen plausible, although it
woula bo possible. Frost the lists of stores and their financial
strengths for individual toana in this olass it was noted that the
B8
stores which went out of buclneca wore, in almost orory case, the very
snail ones, and that ia many oases iadivlduul storea actually decreased
in finaaoial strength between 105? and 1362.
The population per unit in 1857 and 1962 for class C cities was
less than half that for olass & and B oitias. The per oapita fioan-
olal strength was higher for this oity olass, indicating a larger
investment per customer. These stores cannot stock the variety of
Merchandise that larger stores can and probably hare to sell at slightly
higher prices than do larger stores in order to make a suitable pro-
fit. Competition from larger cities will no doubt oontinue to oon-
•triot their trade areas in the future. This oossfcined with the nearly
Zb% decline in customers expeoted by 1672 from population ohange alone
will almost certainly bring about a large decrease in the number of
stores in this oity olass.
Estimates of how many food stores there will be in 1972 in each
oity olass was made assuming that the population per unit will con-
tinue to ohange at the same rate as it did between 1957 and 1962.
Data computed from the Census of Business indioate that the population
per unit has been increasing at an increasing rate, 1 so this is actu-
ally a conservative assumption. The ohange in the number of units
will be due to three factors i ohange in the population of the trade
area, ohange in the population per unit, and changes in trade area
boundaries beoause of the last store in a town going out of business*
To compute the number of stores by oity olass in 1972 a formula
^Average yearly change in population per food store betwen
censuses for southeast Kansas wasi 1959-1948— +1.9£s 1948-1964-- *-2.7#j
1954-1968— +G.D£. A similar trend, but with larger peraenta£s in-
creases, occurred for Kansas.
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was devlbadj
A
X s B f 2CB C*B which is derived fromi
lsAandY = 3*CB + C(E-»CB)
S3
Y
where t
i s ijtuuber ci' units in 191 2
Y s 1S72 population per unit
A = 1972 population of trade area (given)
B s 1862 population per unit (given)
C * 1957 to 1S62 % change in population per unit (given)
The formula was applied to each oity class computing the nusfcer
of stores in 19V 2. It was found that class A cities would have 37
units, olass I 2£, and class C If* This was later revised, however,
because soa** towns would lose all their food stores and the surround-
ing towns would tail heir to their traae areas.
It was deterainec that olass U cities were the only ones that
could oonoeivably lose all the food stores in a town. Many of these
cities contained only one store in 1962,
It was assuasd that the stores that would be most likely to go
out of business would be small ones with small populations in their
trade areas. Jsing these oriteria, those most liicely to go out of
business were chosen. i>everal of these wero the last store in a par-
ticular town. This meant that olass C as a whole lost 1972 popula-
tion, and when the formula was applied again an even smaller number
of units was indicated for 1972. Jore stores likely to go out of
business were picked until the number left was equal to the number
indicated by the formula at that point. The final o3timate was 21
units remaining in olass C towns in 1972.
Ihe olass towns nhioh were expected to lose their last store
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gave up customers to olass A and B olties. Thia population wai addad
to the 1972 population of their trade areas and the formula was re-
applied. A gain of one atore apleee waa registered leaving 38 stores
in olass A olties and 26 in olass 3*
One could question the large decrease expeoted in the number
of unite by contending that the reduotion in manner of stores because
of the increasing size of eaoh unit haa already largely taken placet
that this was a trend of the immediate past which haa reached or nearly
reached the saturation point. This oan be countered by stating that
of those olass C units thought to be moat likely to go out of business,
all but three had a financial strength of $10,000 or less. Those three
had financial strengths of between $10,000 and $20,000. In 1962 there
were sixteen stores in class B olties with financial strengths under
110,000 and twelve more between $10,000 and $20,000. In olass A olties
there were 25 under $10,000 and seventeen between $10,000 and $20,000.
The loaa of these stores would more than account for the expeoted de-
crease by 1972. The small neighborhood store in the oity and the small
rural store have by no means disappeared.
In 1972, stores in olass C oitlea will atill be serving only
about 500 oustoners apiece compared to 1,100 and 1,200 for olass B
and A respectively. This is quite a difference and suggests that the
small town stores remaining will still have difficulty competing with
those in nearby larger oitlea and the number will likely be constricted
further after 1972.
Table 14 shews the ohanges in the retail elothing store structure
between 1957 and 1962 and those expeoted to ooeur by 1972. The assum-
ption that waa used for food retailing (that the population per unit
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TABUS 14
CHAHES IB TIE RETAIL CLOTHING STORE
STRUCTURE, 1957.1962 AND 1962-1972
T 1
Average j Pop. of
fin. trad*
strength area
Total
financial
strength
:*o.
of
units
Per
oaplta
fin. stxj.
Pop.
per
unit
Class A olties
1957
1968
1972
67-62 % change
62-72 % change
Class B oities
1957
1962
1972
67-62 % ohange
62-72 % ohange
1,604.886
1,126,972
-25.1
368,676
411,094
411.5
......
Class C olties
1967
1962
1972
67-62 % ohange) 487.7
62-72 % ohange]
155,558
254,468
SO
25
21
-16.7
.16.0
19
18
16
- 6.3
-11.1
6
6
6
0.0
•16.7
60,146
46,078
. . . .
-10.1
....
19,404
22,839
....
+17.7
....
22,893
42,412
. . . .
487.7
42,959
40,026
33,926
- 6.8
-16.2
26,731
25,250
22,105
- 5.5
-12.5
2,376
2,173
1,743
- 8.5
-19.8
36.0
28.2
...
-19.4
13.8
16.3
...
418.1
67.1
117.1
...
f105.1
1,432.0
1,601.0
1,601.0
411.8
0.0
1,406.9
1,402.8
1,402.8
- 0.3
0.0
396.0
362.2
362.2
- 8.5
0.0
would ohange at the sane rate between 1962 and 1972 as it did between
1957 and 1962) could not be used because change did not follow the same
pattern as it did for food. The ohange fro* 1957 to 1962 varied from
an 11.8${ increase in the larger oities to no ohange in medium oities
to an 8.5$ deorease in the smallest oities. This may seem inconsis-
tent, but the Census of Business shows that there is no obvious trend
in population per unit for olothing stores. The ratio has deoreased
somewhat between census periods since 1948 for southeast Kansas and
lnoreased for the state of Kansas between the 1954 and 1958 censuses.
Going back to the 1939 census, the direction is reversed for both
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Kansas and southeast Kansas.
Therefore, for the analysis of the retail clothing structure,
population par unit was held constant in 1972* this waning to be a
safer assumption than trying to predict a trend. The change in number
of units was assumed to be direotly proportional to ehange in the popu-
lation of the trade area. This resulted in a loss of four stores in
class A cities, two in olass B, and one in class C. No changes in
trade areas were made beoause in all oases, those stores most likely
to go out of business were located in towns where there was at least
ons other store.
Sereral things should be pointed out in connection with the
present struoture of clothing retailing in this area. First, olass
C cities hare a population per unit whioh is only about one third that
of the two larger olasses. This is the result of the faot that fire
of the six olothing stores in towns of this sise are located in towns
whioh hare no olothing trade area of their own. They are located
within the trade areas of other cities. The one store located in a
town whioh had a olothing trade area had a population of its trade
area of 1,220. This is much closer to the 1,400 to 1,600 of the larger
oities and seems adequate to support a store. This leares an average
of about 100 persons in the trade areas of the other stores, which
hardly seems sufficient to support a store. It would not be surprising,
then, to see one store rather than fire in towns of this sise in 1972.
It should be pointed out, though, that these stores hare survived since
1957, and in faot, most of them have grown in financial strength, so
perhaps they can stay in business under these seemingly impossible
conditions.
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It should be remembered, too, that rural families tend to di-
ride their clothing purchases among more than one town. They may Hat
Iola a* the plaeo where they buy their elothes, and still make minor
purchases in Bronson. So perhaps these stores with small populations
supporting them get considerable business from the surrounding area
from people whose major purchases are made in larger cities.
Banking presents an eren different problem in trying to prediot
the number of units ?.n 1972. As can bo seen in Table 15, no olty class
lost a bank between 1967 and 1962. This was also true of the entire
southeast Kansas area.
TABUS 15
CHASOBS II TK BANKING STRUCTUIE, 1957-1962 AND 1962-1972
Total No. Avg. Pop. of
——•*——
—
Per Pop.
fin. of fin. trade oaplta per
str. U. unit j str. (^; area fin. str. unit
Class A oltles
1957 5,468 7 495.4 50,500 63.7 7,214.5
1962 4,278 7 611.2 47,663 69.9 6,794.7
1972 • * • • 7 ... 41,643 ... 5,949.0
57-62 % change r25.4 0.0 423.4 - 6.8 450.9 - 5.8
62-72 % change • . • • 0.0 ... -12.4 ... -12.4
Class B cities
1957 2,914 15 224.2 42,260 69.0 5,250.8
1962 3,861 13 296.9 39,667 97.6 5,045.6
1972 • • • • 13 ... 53,867 ... 2,605.2
57-62 % change 32.5 0.0 4-32.4 - 6.4 441.4 - 6.4
62-7 & % change . . . • 0.0 ... -14.4 ... -14.4
Class C oities
1957 867 9 95.2 13,423 63.8 1,491.4
1962 1,014 9 112.7 12,065 84.0 1,540.6
1972 « • • • 9 ... 9,050 ... 1,005.6
57-62 % change 418.3 0.0 418.4 -10.1 451.7 -10.1
62-72 % change .... 0.0 ... -25.0 ... -25.0
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Banka do not seem to depend so much on the number of customers
as do standard retail businesses. The general proaperlty of the nation
and area* interest rates and the type and volume of business in the
area would have a greater effect than number of customers. Although
onoe in a while two or more banks will merge, they are muoh more
stable than any type of retail store.
Table 18 ahowa that the finanoial atrength (in this oase, total
assets or liabilities) of banks in all oitv sixes have increased (in
constant dollars) despite a doorcase in the population of the trade
areas. The population per unit has, of course, deoreased, making the
per capita finanoial strength 80 to i0% higher in 1S62 than in 1967.
It is interesting that banka in olaas B oitiea increased moat
in finanoial strength and per capita finanoial strength. These banks
must be in relatively strong positions to grow at this rate.
Both the average finanoial strength and the population per unit
la highest in olaas A oitiea; lowest in olass C. The per oapita
finanoial strength differs very little, whioh was to be expected.
It would be safe to say that the banka in the larger towns are
in a more seoure position, but it would not be aafe to say that any
banks are likely to go out of bueineaa by 1972 even in the amaller
towns. Although thia may well happen, it cannot be predicted from
the data at hand. Therefore, the number of unlta waa assumed to re-
main as it la, and the population per unit computed on that basis.
Note that class C oitles will lose 26?? of their bank trade area popu-
lation. This may not leave enough to support all the banka in thia
olasa, but other faotora might eaelly oounteract thia population losa.
The number of farm machinery dealers in the area remained the
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In class A end B cities between 1957 and 1962, and class C cities
gained one store* The total and average financial strength decreased
in the larger oity classes, but increased in class C cities. Farm
machinery sales depend not upon population, but upon number of farms,
so number of farms was used in this analysis rather than population.
The number of farms in the trade area and the number of farms per unit
decreased for all three classes. Table 16 shows the changes that hare
taken piece siroo 1957 and those that will by 1972 under oertaln
assumptions stated below.
TABLS 16
CHAK8S IN TIE FARM HACHIHERY HE TAIL
STRUCTURE, 1957-1962 AND 1962-1972
Total Do. Average Ko. of
>
Flu. o. fas.
financial Of fin. fas. in str. per
strength units strength tr. area ^ir fr.» unit
Class A oities
1957 697.565 12 58,150 2,427.7 287.3 202.3
1962 590,446 12 49,204 2,106.4 280.3 176.5
1972 492,040 10 49,204 1,464.6 336. C 146.6
57-62 % change -15.4 0.0 -15.4 -13.2 - 2.4 -13.2
82-72 ?» change -16.7 -16.7 0.0 Mel 4-19.9 -16.6
Class B oities
1957 1,421,250 20 71,061 2,687.3 626.9 134.4
1962 1,127,454 M 66,372 *>,£&1.S 483.5 116.6
1972 958,524 17 66,372 1,621.2 691.1 95.4
57-62 % change -20.7 0.0 -20.7 -13.2 - 6.6 -15.2
52-72 n Oh&ttgO -15,0 -15.0 0.0 -30.5 4-22.3 -18.2
Class C cities
1957 271,520 6 45,220 626.7 513.1 ! 87.8
1962 555,752 7 47,679 467.0 750.4 ! 65.5
1972 286,074 6 47,6'. 9 317.7 900.5 ! 53.0
67-62 % change +23.0 +16.7 + 6.4 -13.2 +41.8 1-25.6
62-72 % change -14.3 -14.5 0.0 -50.5 +25.5 1-18.8
!
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The most interesting thing about the 1557 to 1962 changes It
the doorcase in average financial strength for stores in class A and
B oitiet. This is contrary to the trend in retelling today, and mutt
indioete a weakness in the present ptruoture of farm machinery tales
in the area. This trend is oertainly unexpected, particularly for
farm sachintry dealers, as bigger and more expensive equipment is
being used on farms. Perhaps the clue is in the failure of the nusiber
of units to contract, as might be warranted by the decreased nuaber
of faras.
Farm machinery sales are oertainly not dependent onlv upon the
number of farms. As the number of farms decreases, the average farm
site increases, and approximately the same amount of land is under
cultivation, une could hypothesise that as the site of the farm in-
creases, farm maohinery investaent would increase more than propor-
tionately as machinery it substituted for labor* This was undoubtedly
true during the transition period when power maohinery was ooming
into its own, but another hypothoBls appears to have more merit at the
present. That is that many small farms ere over-equipped. That is,
even their minimum maohinery complement would be capable of handling
acre aoreage than they have, linen the farm acreage inoreases, it is
not necessary to increase the maohinery complement proportionately.
If thie hypothesis is true, farm maohinery sales, an;! thus farm
maohinery dealers, will depend to some extent upon the number of farms.
F.videnoe for this was sought in the Farm fcianagement Annual Pe-
perts. The 1966 to 1961 summaries for the southeast Kansas association*
l?he Southeast Kansas Fara Management Association consists of
21 counties, including the nine counties disoussed herein.
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gave average machinery lnvectment per aore by musber of orop aorea.
The average naehii*ry investamnt per orop aore is Inversely related
to average crop acres for every year. The 1S62 sunmary does not give
this data tor the southeast essooiatlon, but for every other assooia-
tion in the state, this relationship existed, except in one case where
the figures for one quartile deviated, furthermore, the maohinery
inrestnent per crop acre tends to be substantially lower ll the western
part of the utate where farn site ie considerably larger.
•3»re scene to be no olear trend in oaohinery investment per
crop acre for the sane sise fans in the short period of 1965-1&61
when the figures are adjusted to a constant price level. The evi-
dence seezus to nay that machinery inveotment per orop aore does depend
upon a ice of faro, and thus total machinery investmsnt for an area
would depend to some extent upon the number of farms.
She question remains » hew mueh? Fan.* nsaohlnery sales would
not be expected to remiu oonstunt with a decreasing nuaber of farms,
nor would it be expected to deoreaue proportionately. The evideroe
at hand proves nothing conclusively, but perhaps some insights oen be
gained.
Some computations were made from the Farm lianagewent Report o for
1965 to 1961. The ratios of the average total taaohinery investment
for different 3ited farms wore compared to the ratio of the average
number of orop acres for those sise categories. These comparisons
varied aosmwhat from year to year and among sise categories, but the
nsachinory ratios were usually between 4($ and 60*f of the farm sise
lrarm kaaagwaent Suwaary and Analysis report, loc . cit .
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ratios.
Thla means that, on the average, machinery investment increased
about half aa auoh as <Ud farm tize. Csnvsrsalj, in tho aggregate
f r- Mfcia*?] JaUrtlBt ••aid :!4C-3»3e ac«.-ut i.alf M ttmik as Mfclfl
the number of far/is.
"sing this as a rough guide, the changes that Bay take pl&oe by
1972 in th« fern maohinery retail pattern can be analysed. It is hard
to see hfsj the average finanoial atrength of tho fara iaaohiuory out-
lets oould decrease any -noro, eapsoially while bigger and bigger machin-
ery is being used on ferns. It will be assumed, then, that average
finanoial strength will hold constant until 1972 and is in direct
proportion to sales. According to the hypothesis, then, the nuaber
of units will decrease about half as much as the nuaber of forma.
Since farm derclty was assumed constant throughout the area,
the number of farms in the trade areas of ell oity o lasses ia expected
to deoraase by 50.6JS. This will result In a I5.2j£ decrease in the
ntrsber of fara machinery dealers, or six units fro« tho entire area.
There would be a decrease of two in class A cities, three in olass fl,
and one in olass C. Those most likely to go out of business were
determined and there would be no trade area gains or losses for any
city olass.
For farm maohinery dealers, as with the other retail outlets,
the number of customer* per unit Taries directly with the oity class
•lee. The average size of the outlets, as measured by financial strength,
is largest for the aediua-slsed cities, although the differences here
are not too great. The number of potential customers per unit is
expected to decrease further by 1972, as it did between 1987 and 1962.
This is possible with thin type of retail outlet beoauae of the in-
creased size of tho farms and the inorec.sinc use of bigger and more
advanced faro equipment.
CHAPTER VII
smaairr akd coy. -"JB
By IB72, the southeast Kansas area is expected to lose about
l&% of its population with the hetriest losses occurring in the snail
towns and the rural areas* This will be accompanied by an inoreaee
in the radian age and a further concentration of the population in
the older age groups.
The number of farms is expected to decrease by about 30£, with
a conoouiitant increase in the average site of farm. -lost likely some
growth in the agricultural econcary will take plaoe. This is in line
with stat6 and naticnel trends, he* eter, while the population decrease
is not.
Detail business in the area will suffer from the population de-
cline, with losses in the nusber of unite for focd stores, clothing
stores, and fare aohinerj rtoret. Focd stores are likely to deoreese
in number nore than proportionally to the population decrease, beeause
of the added effect of the trend towerd larger grocery stores. Cloth-
ing stores rill probabl) deoreese in number «.bout ir. preport'er. to the
pci .Ittlon deolite. The maber of farsi machinery stores will probably
not deoreese as such at the decrease in the number cf farms, because
the larger farms will require MTt equipmcrt. They are likely to
decrec^e somewhat, though.
In all oases, except poesiblj for far* machinery, %hs lost in
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retail stores, like population, will be heaviest in the s*all towns.
The number of bank* la the ere* xty not ohange, this being a
muoh more stable type of business. Their assets rill probably grow,
«s per ohpita inoocte in the are* will tw ^titb increasing national
proaperlty. The number of ouetoswra mr bank will deoline, however,
and banks in this area certainly oannot be expeoted to grew as rapidly
as bank* in arews of increasing population.
An attempt has been made, whew oholoes atlstad, to keep the
predictions for 1972 conservative. It la the qualitative opinion
of the author that the decreaeea in population and business units will
be at least as great aa the quantitative forecasts indloato. It would
take a ne.lor eoononio impact upon the area to reverse the trend now
underway, -he Area Redevelopment probata, the novenent of a irnjor
industry or a large group of Industries in+o the area, or extensive
tourist f'ovolopment wight turn the tide, but not quiokly enough to
make mueh of a difference by 19*8. Of thece three possibilities, the
last two are unlikely, espeolally major industrial development. Soma
sort of extensive federal rovornment eoonomio aid will most likely be
forthcoming in the next ten years, but the development proeees, If
successful at all, will orobably be Just getting started by the early
1970* s.
The natural tondeooy of the area seems to be contraction, both
in population and eoonomio activity. These movements reinforce one
another, as stated earlier, and the entire oomplex picks up momentum.
Perhaps if this is reoognlsed, the results need not be all bad. It
would seem that if a "balance sheet" for the area oould be drawn up,
realistically stating the sooial and economle assets and liabilities.
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• plan coul* be dr-reloped fcr future cotIon deei^ned to teke adrantacre
of the a.-,3et6 an<3 soften the effeots of the l?«bi litis* , Further re-
eoaroh would be neooesf.rj before such a plaa cruld be ret tonally
developed*
APPENDIX A
Fig. A- 1.—Retail food trade areas
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Fig. A-2.— Retail clothing trade areas
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Fig* A-3.—Banking trade areas
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Pig* A-4.—Farm machinery trade areas
AP««D» B
i*THOD Of GKLZIKATIW BUtt AJSA8
The trad* areas for the various commodities discussed had al-
ready been delineated by the Area Development project.
Several nsthods of defining retail urade areas hare been employed
by researohers. Among these are the plotting of credit customers'
addresses, analysis of check clearances, Analyses of traffio flow and
origin-destination of passenger oars, lieense tag cheoks, mathematical
foraulae such as "Rsllly's Law of Ketail Gravitation," 1 nailed or
personal oonsuosr interviews, and a subjective examination of popu-
lation and its distribution. Use of five of the above methods (all
except license tag cheoks and consumer interviews) yielded similar
patterns for the general trade area of Charlottesville, North Caro-
lina. 2 Ihe methods used did not differentiate different trade areas
for different types of business, however.
"Rellly** Law" has been tested many times and found to "work"
in some eases8 and not in others. 4 In any ease it was intended for
^William J. Heilly, Ths Law of Ketail Gravitation (Bsw Yorki
William J. Reilly Co., l&sTJT
2£dna Douglas, "Measuring the General Retail Trading Area—
A
Caee Study," Journal of Marketing, XIV, Ho. 1 (July, 1849), p. 80.
8 Ibid.
, p. 60. Victor *• Bennett, "Consumer Buying Habits in a
Small Town Located Between Two Large Cities," Journal of Marketing,
VIII, Bo. 4 (April, 1844), pp. 406-418.
*Allen F. Jung, "Is Reilly's Law of Petall Gravitation Always
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use for •shopping goods" only.
In a guide to the un of retail trade area studies. Floe con-
eluded that either personal interview a or mailed questionnaires were
the most aeourate methods of analysing retail trade areas* 1 Ihe Area
Devolopmsnt project leaders oonourred and nailed questionnaires were
used.
A one third random sample of rural households was drawn frost
the assessors' enumeration books. These were sent postcard question-
naires coded for identification purposes. The recipients were asked
what town they patronised for each of about fifteen goods and ser-
vices* When the postcards were returned the location of each person
was plotted on a map with a code for the town in whioh the good or
service was obtained. A map was made for each good or service.
The problem yet remained of determining trade area boundaries
from the "soatter map", rrom studying the works of geographers. In-
cluding Walter Chrietaller2 end August Lbsoh,3 the hexagon was deoided
to be best as the basic component shape of trade areas. Tim sides
Tn* f»" Jours** of Karketing, XXIV, Ho. 2 (October, 1959), pp. 62-63.
Robert B. Reynolds, "A Test of the Law of Retail Gravitation," Jour-
nal of Marketing, XVII* Mo. 8 (January, 1953), p. 275. Jftne Sears,
wA~Teet of a «sthod of retermining Trade Area Boundaries" (unpublished
report). Department of Economics and Sociology, Kansas State Univer-
sity, 1S63, p. 10.
^-Isador* V. Fins, Retail Trade Area Analysis * A Guide to Sf-
feotlve Use of -retail Trade Area Studies (School of Commeroe/TTureeu
ef Business Reeearoh anil Service,' Wisconsin Commerce Papers, Vol. I,
Ko. 6) Madison, Wlsoonsim University of dcoonsin. January, 1954).
p. 17.
2Harold k. Mayer and Clyde F. Kohn, Readings in_Urp*n 0«OaT*-?ay
(Chioagot University of Chioago Press, 1963), pp. Z02-Z09.
3August Lbsoh, The Eoonomlos of Location (New Haven, Connecticut
t
Yale University Press7T964), pp. lTET-TOZ
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of the baslo hexagon were established as 2.6 miles for the southeast
Kansas area and were adjusted for the other areas considering rural
population density, percentage of households contacted* and percentage
response*
A latticework of hexagons was constructed and trade areas were
delineated by including a hexagon area in the trade area for a oity
If (1) at least one third of the samples in the hexagon indicated pur-
chases in that city* and (2) the hexagon had at least one side con-
tiguous with a hexagon already defined as within the trade area*
Separate trade areas were delineated for each good or service*
This method brings into a trade area the concentration of that
city's customers without including ouetoners isolated by distanee from
the others. It allows for the overlapping of trade areas among towns*
APHINDIX C
Fig. C-l.—Population of class A cities t 1910-1960
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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this study was to determine the offset that changes
In population will have on ths number of units of several types of
businesses in a nine oounty araa in southeast Kansas. Population in
this area has declined slnoe the passing of the mining era early in
this century. This plus the enlargement of individual businesses has
reduced the number of business units considerably in the past and can
be expeoted to do the same in the future.
The projections were made from 1962 to 1971, and the types of
businesses considered were food stores, clothing stores, farm machin-
ery stores, and banks. The cities in the area were divided into three
groups t cities under 1,000, cities 1,000-4,999, and cities 6,000 and
over. The population of these groups, the population of rural areas,
and the mnsber of farms were projected to 1972 using linear regression.
The projections indicated a 16# loss in population by 1972 with the
heaviest losses in small towns and rural areas* A 80<€ decrease in the
number of farms was indicated*
The number of business units in each city slse group in 1957
and 1962 were enumerated and the total net worth for each type of
business and net worth per firm for each group were computed for each
of these years* Trade areas were delineated using information from a
postoard survey. By measuring the trade areas, the present and 1972
populations of the tra^e areas of each oity sise group were estimated
for eaoh type of business.
The estimate of the number of food stores in eaoh group by 1972
was made by assuming that the population per store would continue to
ohange at the sana rate as between 1957 and 19*2. the population per
olothing store was assumed to remain constant until 1972* The number
of farm maohinery stores was assumed to decline by half as much as
the number of farms. The number of banks was assumed to remain con-
stant despite the population deoline. Examination of past trenda led
to these assumptions.
Applying these guidelines and allowing for changes in trade
area boundaries caused by the last of a particular type of buaineaa
leaving a town, it was predicted that the number of food stores would
deoreaee 47. 2# in the largest cities, 49.0£ in the medium cities, and
54.5# in the smallest cities. Clothing stores were predicted to de-
crease IB.OtT in the largest oities, 11. 1% in the medium cities, and
16.7f in the smallest. Farm maohinery storea were predicted to de-
oreaee by 18.7^, 15. CK, and 14.3# in the large, medium, and small
cities respectively. The number of banks was expected to remain the
same, Bince greater activity by fewer customera would support them
all.
It oan bo seen that the predicted decline in the number of
business units will be divided fairly evenly among the different alaea
of cities. However, most businesses remaining in small towns will
not be in as strong financial position as those in the larger oities.
